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ALEXANDRA DEPREZ ’12  
Boston-based 
research fellow 
in the Corporate 
Partnerships 
Program at the 
Environmental 
Defense Fund. 

DUTIES: Deprez 
conducts research 
on initiatives to halt 
deforestation in the 
Brazilian Amazon 
that is caused by 
soy production and 
cattle ranching. 

WHITE PAPER:  
She is the lead 
author of a paper 
that analyzes actions 
taken by agricultural 
businesses.  
She interviewed  
30 experts.  

SATISFACTION: 
Working to advance 
environmental 
goals “feels like 
something that’s 
really meaningful to 
me and also just very 
urgently necessary.” 

STARTING OUT

Growing up in Haiti, on the grounds of 
a hospital where his parents worked as 
doctors, Philip Eckho� *09 had malaria 
15 times and knew people who died of 

the disease. Those experiences later 
sparked his avid interest in malaria 
and global public health. While he 
was completing his Ph.D. in applied 

and computational mathematics at 
Princeton, he was creating mathematical 
models to make sense of how malaria is 
transmitted from mosquitoes to humans. 
“I have this quantitative tool set and 
wanted to make an impact on people’s 
lives,” he says. 

Then, in 2007, Intellectual Ventures 
— a company run by Nathan Myhrvold 
*83 — recruited him to develop computer 
models to understand and stem malaria 
in areas where the disease was prevalent.  
The disease a�ects about 207 million 
people each year, and 627,000 die — of 
whom about 77 percent are children 
under age 5. 

The team of one has expanded to 
37 and today is called the Institute for 
Disease Modeling (IDM). Now Intellectual 
Ventures’ IDM also is working to eradicate 
polio and reduce the number of cases 
of HIV and tuberculosis. IDM, based 
in Bellevue, Wash., includes physicists, 
mathematicians, and engineers. 

Among other things, they work 
to model the course of disease in an 
individual, determine how to eradicate 
malaria in a village, and recommend 
HIV-treatment guidelines to world 
health organizations. According to 
Eckho�, they start with a speci�c 
question and then try to identify what is 
understood and not understood about 
the problem. 

For malaria, biological data 
on mosquitoes are gathered from 

PHILIP ECKHOFF *09

BYTES TO FIGHT BITES
A mathematician builds models to stem  
malaria, polio, tuberculosis, and HIV
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Philip Eckhoff *09 
leads a research team 
focused on eradicating 
diseases that works 
closely with health 
organizations and 
governmental agencies. 

continues on page 46
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entomologists and ecologists, as are 
patterns of human illness for a given
location. Then the team considers prior 
attempts to prevent and treat the disease, 
such as the use of drugs and bed netting 
during eld campaigns.  

The models are used to predict how 
the disease will spread in a certain 
area, for example, or the impact of a 
treatment. IDM works closely with 
health organizations and governmental 
agencies, sharing recommendations and 
helping them design programs to  
be implemented in the eld. 

In Zambia, IDM is working with a 
division of the country’s Ministry of 
Health — the National Malaria Control 
Center — and the Malaria Control and 
Evaluation Partnership in Africa.  
These organizations helped suppress 
malaria by providing protective bed nets 
and free testing and treatments. Part 
of IDM’s work, Eckho� says, involves 
traveling to remote communities and 
partnering with community workers 
going door to door. 

IDM modeling helped the 
organizations to understand why  
malaria remains high in some areas despite 
diagnosis and treatment e�orts. Based on 
the IDM models, the organizations have 
adjusted their treatment approaches in 
these regions by varying the antimalarial 
drugs they o�er, the treatment schedules, 
and the times during the year when people  
are screened. 

Eradicating polio worldwide within 
ve years and ending malaria in most 
countries within 20 to 30 years are 
realistic goals, Eckho� says. But he adds 
that the institute’s work is only part of 
the solution: “No matter how many times 
we eradicate malaria or another disease 
in our simulation models, unless the 
recommendations are put into practice at 
the local level, we won’t e�ect change.” 

 By Anna Azvolinsky *09
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Eradicating polio within 
five years and ending 
malaria in most countries 
within 20 to 30 years  
are realistic goals,  
Eckhoff says.
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FASTER DOWNLOADS —  
FROM THE MOON
Spacecraft to Earth When NASA launches spacecraft and satellites, the data 
generated, such as scientic measurements, images, and video, are sent to ground 
stations using radio waves. But this soon may be changing. Don Boroson ’73 *77 and 
his team at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory designed a communications system using laser 
beams, which was tested last fall as it ¥ew on NASA’s Lunar Atmosphere and Dust 
Environment Explorer satellite. Their laser system transmitted data from the moon-
orbiting spacecraft to the ground station on Earth more than six times faster than 
what had been done using radio waves. It transmitted data from the ground station 
to the spacecraft 5,000 times faster. The system also set a record for the longest two-
way laser communication: the 239,000 miles between Earth and the moon. The new 
laser space terminal weighs less than half of the best previous radio system and uses 
only three-fourths of the power. 

Laser-focused “A lot of the science NASA wants to do is 
constrained by how much data and how many pictures they can 
bring back,” says Boroson. Radio waves spread out and  
become relatively weak as they travel long distances. Laser 
beams spread out much less, so they deliver brighter signals 
that can carry large amounts of data more quickly.

Beyond the moon “When NASA ultimately sends astronauts 
to Mars, this technology would be an excellent way to transmit 
the high-denition and perhaps even 3-D videos that the public 
will demand,” says Boroson. “Knowing that the signals we were 
creating and catching were coming from the moon was a real 
thrill.”  By Anna Azvolinsky *09

RÉSUMÉ
System 
engineer of laser 
communications 
and laboratory 
fellow at 
MIT’s Lincoln 
Laboratory in 
Lexington, Mass. 
Bachelor’s and 
doctoral degrees 
in electrical 
engineering.  

Don Boroson ’73 *77 
and colleagues designed 

technology for faster 
space communications. 
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